Demand for PunchOut-enabled catalogs and storefronts continues to grow. As with all technology, that growth
carries with it greater complexities and variations, as new users demand ever greater functionality. The
knowledge and skills required to meet these demands continues to grow proportionately. You need a partner
who is up to the challenge.
Enterprise-Connect provides the universal PunchOut connectivity you need to leverage your existing
storefront. Acting as a middleware, Enterprise-Connect removes the complexity of PunchOut…we’ll handle it
for you as you focus on your core competencies.

Universal PunchOut Connectivity

Benefits

The choice: build, outsource or collaborate

Reduce Complexity

Perhaps you have functionality in your website that can’t be duplicated. Or
you’re frequently changing data means you’d rather have a single data
repository. These are good reasons to leverage your own web storefront for
PunchOut. However, do you want your web programmer to spend 6 months
learning a new language and protocol? And then rely on them to stay up to
date on the changes to PunchOut protocols and technology? What if your
programmers learn cXML, then your next customer is using OAGxml?
If you’d rather have your programmers focus on internal projects you already
have for your storefront, then Enterprise-Connect is the application for you.
Let us handle the PunchOut technologies…we’re the experts. Our team is
focused on PunchOut, with over 1100 PunchOut integrations completed.

Punchout Compatibility Assurance™
You’ll always be connected. When your customer upgrades their purchasing
system, we’ll upgrade your system to maintain compatibility – no questions
asked!
We have collected a wealth of knowledge over the years and we put it to
good use. Your customer will have continuous access to a Test PunchOut
system and our knowledgeable staff, so when they are ready to upgrade – it’s
our team that provides them the facilities and feedback they need to ensure a
successful upgrade.

PunchOut Ready® certified
You can be confident that you’ve made a wise choice. Compatible with over
28 different Purchasing solutions, Enterprise-Connect is the right choice today
and into the future.
Today you have a customer using Ariba. But what about the next customer
that’s using Oracle, or PeopleSoft, or eschoolMall, or Purchase Pro? Why
take chances? Start off with a solution that can handle them all, and adds
new integration modules regularly.

 We do the PunchOut
integrations for you!
 We work directly with
your customer’s
technical team
 Specific connectors work
with your customer’s
system

Total Reliability
 Connection is available to
your customer 24hrs a
day
 Best-in-class hardware
and software running in 2
state-of-the art Data
Centers for full
redundancy

World-Class support
 U.S. – based customer
support
 Emergency technical
support available 24 hrs a
day

Maximum Flexibility
 Flexibility to add
functionality that you may
not have in your storefront
 Easily customized to meet
your specific needs

Enterprise-Connect. The right choice.
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The complexities associated with PunchOut are numerous.
Enterprise-Connect removes that complexity and insulates you
from the technical aspects of PunchOut.

